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Cocoa, tan, rose, and almond-people come in lots of shades, even in the same family. This

exploration of one of our most noticeable physical traits uses vibrant photographs of childen and a

short text to inspire young children both to take notice and to look beyond the obvious.Â 
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PreSchool-Grade 1â€”This book is filled with wonderful photographs of happy, smiling, inquisitive,

trusting, and adorable childrenâ€”all with varying skin tones, hair colors and textures, and facial

features. "Have you noticed that people come in many different shades?" is the opening sentence,

accompanied by framed head shots of youngsters. It is followed on the next page by, "Not colors,

exactly, but shades." The text is minimal, with approximately 3 to 10 words per page. The last page

features a large photograph of eight little hands of varying shades. The message is clear and to the

point: "Our skin is just our covering, like wrapping paper. And, you can't tell what someone is like

from the color of their skin." A good introduction to racial and ethnic diversity.â€”Mary N. Oluonye,

Shaker Heights Public Library, OH END --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.

"Filled with wonderful photographs....A good introduction to racial and ethnic



diversity.""Beautiful....Message-driven but charming, this will enrich and spark discussions of

diversity."

Bought for my three year old niece who loves books. It wasn't one of her favorites. She prefers

"We're Different, We're the Same (Sesame Street) by Bobbi Kates

I have shared this book with many and given it away during a workshop. One of the things that I

really enjoy about this book is that it shows children of European heritage as having different shades

and not just children of color as having different shades of skin. I think that to be brilliant! I enjoy this

book as someone who works to help children love and appreciate cultural and heritage difference,

finding and embracing all of those things that make us unique, but that also bring us together in

sameness, as a teacher to teachers of how to genuinely incorporate multi- and interculturalism into

their classes, and as a parent. This book can be used in many different fashions and can be a great

conversation starter!

The description was correct and in good condition.

My toddler loves looking at the faces in this book. He laughs and smiles and gives kisses to the

people in the book. Plus it's an easy way to introduce a challenging topic. Highly recommended!

Love this book! We are a multiracial family and it is one of the books we use to talk about our

various skin colors. Recommend it for everyone's library!

I love the message in this book! I read it over and over again with my grandchildren, who all have

their own special shades. Makes a great baby shower gift too!

This is a great book w awesome pics. My class loves looking at it. It's a nice addition to my

collection.

I wish this came in a board book. My 10 month old LOVES looking at all the pictures but he's not

learned to be gentle with pages yet so he can only look at it with me or an older person.
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